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What will we cover?
 Social Business Analytics
– What is Social Business Analytics?
– Why is it so important to the future of Social Business?
– Why is IBM the platform of choice?

 Scenarios
– Turbo-charge your sales organization: Connect experts & content to close deals
– Enterprise Activity Stream: Filter the noise & gain organizational insight
– Engagement Analytics: Increase social adoption & business ROI

 Wrap-up
– Key Takeaways
– For more information…
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Social Business Analytics
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What is Social Business Analytics?
 Analyzing Transactions tells you WHAT the business does
– What happened in the past
– Predicts what may happen in the future
 Analyzing Interactions tells you HOW the business works
– Who interacts with whom, what, when, and for what purpose
– Feeds into predictive analytics for richer and more actionable predictions
– How those interactions may effect the future
– How they can be adjusted to change the future
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Systems of Record
(transactions)

Systems of Engagement
(interactions)

 Number of deals closed?

 How are deals closed? Who’s involved?

 Close rate?

 What are they doing? How are they interacting?
What data are they using?

 Time to close?
 Deal size?

 What characterizes interactions of successful deals?
 What characterizes people contributing to successful
deals? Skills, relationships …

It's only when we know what contributes to
an outcome that we can impact it

Why now?

Trend #1: Social networks are putting
people online as never before.

Generating large
volumes of highly
contextual data

Leveraging data for
decision making

Trend #2: Mobile devices
magnify reach & interaction

Information
Overload

Requiring analytics
to function
• Real-time
• Contextual
• Limited real-estate

Trend #3: Bigdata Analytics
makes knowledge more accessible

Why is Analytics so important to the future of Social Business?
 Information Overload
– With the proliferation of social media in the enterprise, employees are expose to evergrowing amounts of content, people, and events all vying for your attention

 Business Complexity
– Landscape is changing faster than people can keep up – no single person can have all
required skills & knowledge – critical that we maximize collective organizational insight

 People Power
– Customers and employees have a voice as never before; Under threat from competitors,
companies need to be people-centric, monitoring & stimulating active engagement and
positive sentiment

 Innovation
– Barrier to market entry is decreasing, with new products & services increasing;
Innovation requires the best minds in the company working together
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Why is IBM platform of choice for Social Business Analytics?
 IBM Connections: designed to maximize the value of your social data
– Social & Collaboration APIs for easy application integration
– Social Data Firehose so that ALL people interactions
can be integrated into any analytics system => Open,
Transparent, and Breaking Down Silos
– Social Search & Analytics out-of-the-box

 Smarter Workforce: a treasure trove of people data
– Recruitment, Onboarding, Learning, Performance, …

 Bigdata Analytics: a breadth of capabilities to derive
insights & make predictions from social data
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Social Data Firehose ++
 The Event SPI allows an application to tap into…
– All creation, deletion, & update events in Connections;
Who did what when?
– All events that any application posts to the Activity Stream;
What else happened outside the social platform?

 This data has the potential to represent the complete
interaction footprint of the enterprise
– Allowing you to capture, persist, model, analyze, visualize,
monetize your enterprise network
– It is the crude oil that powers your Business Analytics engines…
it just needs a little refining

Social Search & Analytics
Homepage

Profiles

Social Search & Analytics
Communities

Search

Scenarios
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Turbo-charge your sales organization: Connect experts &
content to close deals
 Business Problem:
– Sales folks need access to qualified and knowledgeable folks who can help them
respond to opportunities when they arrive; and access to quality content that is on-topic
and relevant to the specific opportunity

 Solution:
– Deliver accurate & highly relevant recommendations to help the sales organization most
effectively close sales opportunities; from finding experts to identifying similar
opportunities and locating valuable assets that will maximize their chances of success

 Approach:
– Analyze social data (IBM Connections) and sales data (Sugar CRM) to generate
actionable Social Insights aligned to the business problem
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Expert Search and Recommendation
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Expert Search and Recommendation
 Recommendation in the context of a sales opportunity
 Based on seller’s different activity
– Participation in similar opportunities
– Membership in related communities
– Authorship of related social media items
• Blog posts, wiki pages, forum topics
 Advanced weighting based on activity and item type
 Novel evidence indicating why an expert was identified
 Social path from seeker to expert
 Filtering based on person attributes: country, business
unit, social proximity
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Content Recommendation
 Mixed content types, such as
– Sales presentations
– Sales proposals
– Client references
– IBM Connections content

 Analysis of people, content, and
metadata to identify related content to
current opportunity’s line items
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Enterprise Activity Stream: Filter the noise & gain organizational
insight
 The enterprise activity stream syndicates employee public activity in social media
and other organizational tools
 The individual employee
– Allow employees to stay tuned with recent updates and to discover new developments
that relate to their interests

 The organization as a whole
– Help increase awareness of organizational projects and processes, and expose recent
trends and opinions

 In a global enterprise, with many distributed teams working in different locations
and substantial time-zone differences, the value of this kind of social awareness
can be especially high
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Main Analytics Features
 For the individual employee
– Easy search and navigation
– Smart grouping of stream’s items
– Filtering based on various categories (“facets”): topic, source, person, etc.
– Personalized filtering based people, terms, and “resources” (wikis, communities, etc.)
• May extend to multiple “lenses”
 For the organization
– Top topics
– Trending entities and topics
– Sentiment analysis
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Engagement Analytics; Increase Social Adoption & Business ROI
Personal Dashboard

Understand

• Get visibility & transparency of your social activity
• Actively track & manage your own progress
• Get recommendations for how to maximize your network
Organizational Dashboard(s)

Measure what's happening
across the network & your
role within it
Understand how insights are
calculated & what they mean

• Learn what’s happening across the company;
communities, projects, web properties, …
• Get the most out of your enterprise social network
Integrate Multiple Data Sources
• Bring business data into the network to get a
accurate business-aligned insight
Privacy & Ethics
• Employee controls visibility of their scores
• Organization has default access to aggregated
information only

Connect with
the right people
Find your voice, grow
your impact & influence

Use recommendations
to increase your
impact & maximize
your network

Increase the quality &
effectiveness of your
social network

Actively integrate
these insights into
your daily work

Impact

Act

Engagement Analytics; Increase Social Adoption & Business ROI

Your Engagement KPIs
.Activity: Measure of your activity
Reaction: Measure of how people
.respond to your activity
Eminence: Measure of how people
.perceive you
Network: Measure of the quality of
.your network and your role within it

Wrap-up
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Key Analytics Takeaways
 Systems of Engagement
– The most under-utilized data source in the Enterprise
– And possibly the most valuable (Why vs. What)

 The Event SPI is IBM Connection’s best kept secret!
– Opens up a treasure trove of interactional data

 SNA is the gift that keeps on giving…
– Connecting people, knowledge, and insight
– Filtering the noise
– Increasing employee engagement, social adoption,
and business results
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Attend our biz prez on Tue @ 16:15, Swan SW 1-2
SWF304: The Business Value of Analytics for a Smarter Workforce



Attend our tech prez on Wed @ 15:00, Dolphin S. Hem IV-V
AD306: Turbo-charge Your Enterprise Social Network with Analytics



Visit our demo in The Innovation Lab, Dolphin Asia 3
Engagement Analytics: Increase Social Adoption & Business ROI



Immerse yourself with us in The Design Lab, Dolphin Asia 4



Visit our IBM website to get started @ http://www.ibm.com/sna



Browse through my Blog archives @ http://allthingsanalytics.com



Come hang out with us on Twitter @marie_wallace and @ido_guy

Engage Online
 SocialBiz User Group socialbizug.org
– Join the epicenter of Notes and Collaboration user groups
 Follow us on Twitter
– @IBMConnect and @IBMSocialBiz
 LinkedIn http://bit.ly/SBComm
– Participate in the IBM Social Business group on LinkedIn
 Facebook https://www.facebook.com/IBMSocialBiz
– Like IBM Social Business on Facebook
 Social Business Insights blog ibm.com/blogs/socialbusiness
– Read and engage with our bloggers
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 Access Connect Online to complete your session surveys using any:
– Web or mobile browser
– Connect Online kiosk onsite
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